Managed Security Technology

Trapp Technology’s Managed Security Technology services can be applied to virtually any
aspect of your security network, including your switches, firewalls, virtual private networks,
and routers and access points to keep your network as resilient and protected as possible
every second of the year.
Complete protection for critical security network components, Trapp monitors technology performance and
minimizes security threats 24/7/365.
•
•
•
•
•

24/7 monitoring and support
Quarterly updates
Configuration and policy management included
System auditing and event reporting included
24-hour SLA for change requests
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Completely Minimize System Vulnerabilities and Maximize
Security Efforts Overall
Managed Switch

Managed VPN

Intelligent Switches are a key component to any high
performance network. Connecting multiple PCs,
printers, servers, and cloud applications together allows
organizations to send information like emails and
documents in an efficient, smooth manner.

Trapp Technology provides a Managed VPN
solution that confirms the identity of users and
the health of their current device before they
connect to your network.

• Security features to protect vulnerable infrastructure
with no slowdown
• Data separation compliance with
network segmentation
• Port-level network access option, centrally
manageable from any Next Generation Firewall
• Ability to enable voice, data, and wireless traffic
across a single network
• High scalability with 1/10 GE or 40 GE port density

Managed Firewall
Keeping up with firewall vulnerabilities, managing the
configuration and reporting on changes is a necessary
component of cyber security. Trapp Technology offers
the best next generation firewalls to our clients.
• Stateful and geolocation filtering
• IPS, application control, URL / web content filtering,
DNS Filter, load balancing, SSL inspection, SSLVPN,
IPSEC remote access VPN, site to site VPN
• Weekly analysis and reporting
• Log collection retention

• Dual factor authentication
• Single sign on
• Security features to protect vulnerable infrastructure
with no slowdown

Managed Router / Access Point
Trapp’s Managed Router/Access Point service offers
complete lifecycle management of your routers
including procurement, installation, configuration. Our
experts will assess your current network needs to
choose the best-in-class router for your business to
ensure a proper configuration that will optimize your
business’s ability to perform.
• Secure network connectivity
• Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)
• End-to-end Quality of Service (QoS) from customer
edge through CCI core
• Weekly analysis and reporting

To learn more about Trapp Technology’s Managed Security services,
contact a Trapp Technology representative at
sales@trapptechnology.com • 877.942.2568 • trapptechnology.com
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